Abstract : The 1990 
INTRODUCTION
From the standpoint of mass communication, modernity has brought state and society in a dialectical entanglement. The ability to possess the upper hand in providing information has bounced between political factors and the plural voices of what we have learned no call civil society. Thus, during the Middle Ages, the Catholic Church amassed the knowledge while Western European dukes and kings struggled to gain the territorial authority over their subjects. With the invention of the printing press and Lutheran/Calvinist fronde against Rome's Papacy, one can witness a shift in the capability of mass communication to the grasp of national sovereigns. Such process would never be complete, smooth or linearly, but it will shape collective identities till today. Established bureaucracies maintained the flow of information with regard to administrative matters back and fro citizens. National primary and compulsory education cemented national identities and taught people not necessarily to think alike, but at least to have a common platform of mutual understanding. However, dialectics has made her appearance again, when public sphere has awakend and learned to criticise power, wrestling the monopoly of truth from kings and governments and pressuring political institutions to become more transparent and accountable towards society. Technology played its part in that dynamic affair with increasing intensity as we approach present day.
In those regimes with pluralist lenience (stemming from concurential hegemonies to polyarchies to use Robert Dahl's terminology), communication technology helped enhance participatory culture, whereas in totalitarian regimes the monopoly of legitimate violence along with total dominance over communication left no viable dissenting voices.
However, the need to assure the support of public opinion in extreme case (such as calamity, economic crisis or military conflict) push even democratic elected governments to indulge in authoritarian practices combining propaganda with hampering the free flow of information.
Given all said above, present article aims to present the Hill and Knowlton affair during First Gulf War and reflect the manner in which social sciences can take advantage of Karl Polanyi's double movement concept in order to come up with a theory of manipulation. A further development of such explanatory model may cut across political science, elite theories and media studies displaying untapped potential.
Several motives met each other to produce present study: -a certain familiarity of the author with the case of Saddam Hussein and US involvement in the Middle East;
-the ideological belief that objectivity comes about if one learns to balance liberalism with Marxism, the two major secular narratives of modernity. Both on the realm of academic debates as well in crafting public policy; -a beginner interest for the cinematographic universe. First part sketches in broad strokes the unfolding of the First Gulf War and presents the role played by Hill and Knowlton. The Second dwells upon Karl Polanyi's work and its legacy cast over the last part of the XX century while the third discusses opportunities to combine Polanyian sistem of thought with other perspectives.
THE ROOT CAUSES OF THE FIRST GULF WAR
Although a fine-grained anatomy of the First Persian or First Gulf War (1990 War ( -1991 goes much beyond the scope of our study, we shall restrict to a historical sketch in order to lay the events in their context and base our further analysis. Inspired by Kenneth Waltz's three level 1 model deemed necessary to judge a conflict, one can come with three angles:
2.1. The structural level/angle This level makes justice to structuralism and explain dynamic scenarios following a bird's view. For more than four decades, the post1945 international system has been clustered around Soviet-American rivalry. The only remaining superpowers after the fall of the European balance of power, both Washington and Moscow engaged in an all-out duel carried not only for influence and allies, but mostly to test the primacy of contrasting political philosophies. Although the rest of the planetary map retained some autonomy from the embattled giants, smaller actors were heavily influenced by the consequences of bipolarity.
After the dwindling of the Cold War-how the struggle came to be known-late 1980s have witnessed the decentering of the international structure and the empowerment of regional security complexes with autonomous agendas.
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Nationalism and Islamic fundamentalism re-affirmed their presences once again on the canvas of history and rekindled the never truly asleep powder keg in the Middle East. 1 Waltzian analytic framework counsils that we have to understand warfare and international relations on three level: individual level (ex: the psychology of leaders); state (ex: political culture; regime type; the capability to extract resources from society etc) and international level (relations between states; overall distribution of power, number of poles). Kenneth N. Waltz 
The Iraqi perspective
After consolidating his authority on the domestic front in late '70, Iraqi strongman, Saddam Hussein embarked on an ambitious and at the same time aggresive policy in the region so as to extend his fiefdom and probably emerge as the preeminent actor of the Gulf area. His aims coincided with those of the West, at least for a while due to the fact that: a) inside he aimed at modernising a desertside backward Iraq inhabited by herdsmen and farmers with the help of American and European technology 4 ; b) outside he indulged the plan to slow down the spread of Iranian Khomeinist revolution, measure symphatised by both Washington and fellow Sunni nearby countries such as Saudi Arabia.
After eight-long year strife with Iran, Iraq emerged a weaker nation. 5 Its economy was in disarray and the only short-term available way to be reconstructed was through expanding oil exports. Unfortunately for Bagdhad's interest, the pint size Emirate of Kuwait was long ahead of Iraqis in terms of petrol exports, thus engaging in fowlplay competition, according to Saddam's reproaches. After a series of diplomatic trials both with Kuwaiti rulling family as well as with the other regional Arab countries to whom he tried to plead his cause and remind that Iraq bore the brunt of the clash with Tehran so as to stop the march of Shiism, Hussein invoked that Kuwait clung to an artifical statehood built by British imperialism after chipping away a portion of Iraq's historical territorial body so he invaded it on August 2, 1990.
A Frank Morrow documentary-"Secrets of the Gulf War" adds some detail to the overall picture and entertains the hipothesis that the feud between Baghdad and Kuwait City was more than meets the eye:
-In 1988 Kuwaiti authorities hired a drilling company from Santa Fe, USA to exploit some oil fields very near to the Iraqi border. The angle of the drill was oblique, consequently it breached Iraq's territory and drew protests from the bigger neighbor. 6 -professors Harry Cleaver and Douglas Kellner add a more nuanced perspective full of behind the court realpolitik. According to them, US colluded with Saddam to bully Kuwait and other OPEC neighbors so as to generate an overall decrease in oil price, but Saddam went beyond his designated role, dreaming of personal hegemony in the region. 
The American perspective
The demise of the Soviet adversary, forced American policymakers to re-orient their views on many direction and at best write a new archstrategy for a seemingly unipolar international system. The Iraqi aggresion in Kuwait offered Washington the possibility to blend ethical demands with material national interests. On the one hand, President George Bush's rhetorical creed in a new world order based on the rule of law and bringing forth UN Chart once again stood against trumping the sovereignty of others by military means. 
Enters Hill and Knowlton
The brilliant yet controversial brand Hill and Knowlton traces its lineage to the name of John Hill, pioneering figure of American public relations. John Wiley Hill (1890-1977) was a journalist, Midwestern Republican in his sympathies later turned to the world of business. In 1927 he opened a PR firm in Cleveland and started work with heavy industrial companies. His first customers were Cleveland-based Union Trust Company, and the Otis Steel Company. In 1933, after the peak of the Great Depression he brought to Cleveland a former partner, Don Knowlton with whom has established Hill& Knowlton, household name that would evolve to become the 'gray lady of public relations' in late 1980s and early 1990s. Operating two headquarters for many years, at New York and Cleveland/ Ohio, H&K specialized in corporate cases that involved names like Kellogg's, Procter & Gamble, Dupont, Xerox, IBM, American Airlines etc. After 1945 John Hill was approached by the CEOs in tabacco industry who were in need of good publicity as public was becoming more aware about the health problems generated by frequent smoking. In 1953 Hill, a former smoker himself who had quit before, adviced the represenatives of tobacco industry they should try to convince the American citizens that "public health is paramount to all else." More so, he threw support for the creation of a Tobacco Industry Research Committee (later rebranded Council for Tobacco Research). In 1980, three years after the death of the founder, H&K was bought by J.W.T. Group, one of the international giants in public relations. In 1987 a further acquisition followed when J.W.T. was absorbed into W.P.P. Group, an umbrella holding company prezided by the British financier Martin S. Sorrell. 13 With the advent of the First Gulf War, H&K involvement in selling the case against Saddam Hussein to the American nation provides a rich opportunity to study the linkage between elites and institutions converging to shape the public sphere.
Shortly after Iraqi troops stormed the Kuwaiti borders, Citizens for a Free Kuwait, an NGO, hired the services of H&K to rattle a grass-root level case against Baghdad's strongman in order to speed up the decision to intervene already taken at by president September 9, 1990 Bush Sr. H& K were paid around 12 million dollar from the Kuwaiti governments and another few thousand dollar by ordinary donors.
The pivotal moment of the entire public campaign happened on October 10 1990 in front of the bipartisan Congressional Caucus in Human Rights co-chaired by Thomas Lantos (Democrat) and John Porter (Republican) and and where a teenage Kuwaiti girl who went under the name of Nahyria spoke about how Iraqi soldiers engaged in appalling acts throwing newborn babies out of hospital incubators. 14 The story had a tremendous success on the emotional level switching many reluctant or pacifists into fastpacing interventionists. 15 Amnesty International came up even with a number : 312 children. 16 President Bush would soon pick the episode and repeate it six times in a single speech.
The truth has been found out only after the end of the military operations when different investigations reached a different snapshot of the dramatic events. Consequently it was discovered that the teary teenager girl was in fact Nahyria (Al Sabah) the daughter of Kuwaiti ambassador to United States and she was trained to behave in front of the camera by H& K people. Further investigation showed how congressmen Lantos and Porter were running the Congressional Foundation for Human Rights which operated in the same building as Hill and Knowlton. Further dubious links came about a year later, when Frank Mankiewicz, vice president of the PR company joined the abovementioned Caucus committee. 
THE WORK OR KARL POLANYI. REDISCOVERING A CLASSIC
Karl Polanyi (1886-1964) was a Hungarian born sociologist and leftwing activist whose writings spell to trace the development of economy from prehistoric times till the Industrial Revolution. Contra the Viennese economic school created by Carl Menger and continued by Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich Hayek that held markets to be something universal, dating back from the days of yore, Polanyi argues that market are a much later phenomena and they are not indispensable to human endeavors. Although trade practices are almost as old as human expericense, one should be very careful not to equate tradesmanship with market itself.
Apart from trade, the other three resources-allocating types are: x) reciprocity; y) redistribution, and z) household. 20 One can truly speak of a market-based economy only with the large scale development of capitalism in the XIX century, when three conditioned are met at once: 1) money become an all purpose means of exchange; 2) work and 3) property are commodified. 21 This is the essence of Polanyi's 1944 magnum opus The Great Transformation. Moreso, a market based economy goes beyond that and reshapes all collective principles according to its needs, thus giving birth to market 20 Reciprocity goes back to barter interactions, give-and-take economics. "Redistribution is another form of reciprocity and happens in a group to the extent that in the allocation of goods [..] Pivotal to understanding the modern economic history of mankind is the <double movement>-a dialectical process that brings civilization back and from market practices: after the market annexes society and molds it according to the tenets of commodification, society, on the brink of destruction, rezists and puts up different regulatory measures which limit market expansionism. 24 Loyal to his left lineage, Karl Polanyi hoped that industrial XXth century should find a more planned type of economics able to reinstall order into chaos and generate more equitable outcomes.
Different missions to rescue Polany's legacy
Karl Polanyi's grim prophecy that capitalism should falter has been contradicted by the turn of events. Western governments adopted the Keynesian consensus and maintained the pro-market approach but with different control checkpoints and extensive social protection programs that would offest Communist allurements within the ranks of the postwar working class. Published in the same year with Hayek's Road to Serfdom, The Great Transformation did not gather the same success, eventually being sidelined by the neoclassical mainstream philosophy. In an essay written in early 1960s, Murray Rothbard trashes the later book and dismissed it as a "farrago of mistakes". 25 His recuperation came quite later, from the 1980s onward. The failure of the Soviet command economy as well as the stagflation encountered in Western liberal-capitalist economies pushed policymakers to take into consideration what has come to be known as the neoliberal package: state retreat from economic micromanagement; rollback of many welfare programs; strong deregularisation etc. 26 While some gained others lost, so the win-loose outcome of neoliberal turn which gained full throttle after the demise of Communist dirijisme brought back into attention critical thinkers such Antonio Gramsci and Karl Polanyi able to offer solutions or at least discard the optimism of market fundamentalism.
One of the first contemporary authors who redeemed Polanyi was his protejé, Immanuel Wallerstein. 27 Afterwards, in the 1980s John Gerard Ruggie recaptured the term <embeddedness> and spoke of embedded liberalism when describing the above mentioned consensus of the Thirty Glorious Years . Later on, Bjorn Hettne, writting about regionalism, sees the European Union as the embodiment of Polanyan countermovement. In similar veneer for James Caporasso and Sydney Tarrow, the 22 The Great Transformation, 48 23 The livelihoof of man, xlvii 24 The Great Transformation, 136-151 25 European Court of Justice "re-embeds social regulation at the supranational level". 28 Hannes Lacher claims Polanyi for socialism whereas Naeem Inayatullah and David Blaney gaze at the Hungarian born thinker as a critic of free market but at the same time a sociologist with an interesting methodology. 29 Gareth Dale, one of his most astute biographers traces the writings of the late master and concludes that one cannot easily fit him in a certain school of thought or other. Thus, Polanyi has reflexes of liberalism combined with elements of Marxism without fully being a disciple of the XIX century revolutionary philosopher; showed enthusiasim for the League of Nation and later on he was seemingly influneced by E.C.Carr. 30 Other perspectives have come to be indirectly associated with Polanyi. Such is Mark Granovetter's research in social newtworks. His 1985 article about embeddenes explored the ways one can understand the relationship between economic dynamics and the social cultural fingerprint that enmeshes each profit-seeking pursuit. 31 Frequently quoted since than, Granovetter's 1980s articles have been linked with the late Polanyi and hailed amidst the general return of critical theories. However, Granovetter later dismissed any direct affiliation between his understanding of embeddenes and the one employed by the mid XX century Hungarian writer. 32 The advent of the 2008 global financial crisis, has rekindled the interest towards embeddeness for militant-prescriptive needs, and not only for academic purpose. 33 Fred Block, sociologist of postindustrialism argues that global civil society is in dire need to re-embed markets and forge solidarity networks across borders to resist what he perceives to be the anvil of neoliberalism. 
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY EXPLANATORY MODEL FOR PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
After all the above mentioned, for the scope of our study, we shall return and pinpoint the merits for which Polanyi is most acclaimed: the emergence of sociologicaleconomics. In order to craft an explanatory model that could cut-across political science and media studies, we have to address an ideal-type called : homo socio-oeconomicus. First, there is some bad blood that has to be drained from the public debate for certain years, great names in economics advice that homo oeconomicus does not truly exist in reality and should be looked as a necessary evil useful to make sens of various phenomena. Most recently, with the continuing financial crisis and street protests all over the world, the notion of homo oeconomicus became a favorite target practice for all sorts of pundits, some from the Right 35 , but mostly from the Left. 36 Far from rejecting any of the points of view laid down here, our socio-economic agent is nearer to the economic than to the social part of the equation and acts as maximiser of gain who always searches for the right social context necessary for that optimum outcome so much desired. Transported into the realm of media studies, homo socioeconomicus (HES) values most information-the indispensable currency here-and bestows the best means available to achieve it. (Homo socio-economicus in the universe of mass-media covers both ordinary spectators in fron of their radios TV-sets or tablest and also media practitioners, individual or collective: journalists, papers, television companies). We further present two scenarios that operationalize the behavior of HES:
FIG. 2
According to the first scenario (that is the world of a perfect market) information seekers, be day individual citizens, journalists or media companies, have plenty of The second scenario describes a monopsonic world where there are plenty media emitters but only a few reliable sources, perhaps even one alone. Such things happen during great crisis or warfare situation. Market dynamic are replaced by distributive and reciprocity between the donor of information and the seeker, to use Polanyi's terminology. Pressed to outcompete their peers and rivals, media companies and journalists try to forge special relationship with the donors providing them with positive coverage.
The advent of air and ground operations in the Arabian Peninsula, placed military forces in a privileged position granting them an almost unrivaled monopoly over the terrain knowledge. Pentagon experts have learned the lesson of Vietnam and curbed the liberty of the press through several methods:
-special permits for journalists; -pools created to cluster journalists and restrict them from roaming around 37 ; -preference given to certain media broadcaster such as CNN; -seducing the public with satellite images, beyond the capability reach of ordinary televisions, which showed a clean motion of the operation, free of casualties or other emotional issues not to chip away the enthusiasm of the audience. 38 The model proposed can also be construed in dialogue with different other schools of thought such as:
* John Zaller's views on public opinion. According to Zaller citizens tend to believe elites as long as the later agree to a unified message: "Individuals will use positions of proeminent elites as reference point, providing structure and guidance to opinions concerning war." 39 * Matthew Baum's structure of public opinion according to which a message has more chances to be believed when there a common ground between the emiter and audience. Such is a war situation when national interest is at stake and both elites and public share a strong common denominator. 40 * the communication theory of Douglas Kellner who underpins that media production reproduces class structure because the holders of telecommunication companies collude with political elites so as to manufacture consent. 41 * the classic polyarchy introduced by Robert Dahl. More sophisticate than Kellner's, polyarchy does not locate power in a single center, but holds it to be scattered and shared by different actors. 42 Where does double movement fit here? Base on everything sketched up until now, a future research agenda might explore if double movement takes public sphere between pluralist/polyarchic phase and 37 The pool method has been instated after the intervention in Granada, 1983 Ex: one could explore if the ciclycity encountered in historical processes over long time (like Kondratieff waves) do also exist in the market media with regard :
to property : periods of merger and acquisition when big companies rule followed by fragmentation periods dominated by small companies;  relation to political authority: periods when media is critical to political leaders swinged by periods when overall media tends to back the agenda set by elites etc.
CONCLUSIONS
The present articole hoped to be an exercise in method and strove to explore means to bring closer media studies and power difussion within a given society. We have chosen the First Gulf War as case study and advanced the possibility of employing the sociology of Karl Polanyi to achieve that.
The writings of Polanyi has been sidelined for several decades. When rediscovered in the last quarter of the XXth century they has been strongly associated to leftleaning militantism. Perhaps would not be a bad idea to see them as the kernel for an inderdisciplinary effort beset to bridge gaps and not only in ideological terms.
